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‘World facing polio health emergency’ Says WHO BBC

Family goes to appeal court in fight over patient resuscitation decisions The Guardian

Pay doctors extra to help the poor, say Lib Dems The Independent
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Asthma killing people needlessly, says Royal College of Physicians

Diabetic patients occupy one in seven hospital beds
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Asthma killing people needlessly, says Royal College of Physicians

Asthma deaths report warns complacency is costing lives BBC

Two thirds of deaths from asthma are preventable, confidential inquiry finds BMJ

Asthma killing people needlessly, says Royal College of Physicians The Guardian

Asthma deaths: patients 'dying needlessly' because of poor care, report warns The Independent

Practice nurses need better training to prevent asthma deaths Nursing Times

GPs should review patients with poor asthma control more regularly, says RCP Pulse

Warning over tragic failings behind hundreds of deaths The Telegraph
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BBC

'Do not resuscitate' case considered by Court of Appeal
Mental health patients forced to travel miles for care
'Significant failings' in care at Deeside hospital

BMJ

Acute heart failure patients should be seen by specialist teams, says NICE

The Daily Mail

New radiotherapy treatment that can be over in two minutes
The foot patch that could stop diabetics from losing their leg

HSJ

Stevens expands on primary care co-commissioning plans

The Telegraph

Doctors from India more likely to be struck off